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MachineryWorld is an indie racing game developed by Walkaway Studios. It is a multiplayer racing game with a light sim focus. The game features single and multiplayer campaigns, a career mode, and a variety of races and events,
including drifting, hardcore racing, as well as a custom circuit builder. In MachineryWorld, a career mode lets you get to drive over 600 vehicles from the 80s, 90s and today, racing on public circuits, including city-based events, an
open world, as well as online leagues. Gameplay Features: 1. Career Mode: Drive the cars from 80s through to today's tuners 2. 6 Campaigns in total - 10 Story events based around a variety of tuning schools and tuning
competitions, 5 Time trial events, 5 Racing events 3. 400 events - replayable through single and multiplayer modes 4. Custom circuits builder - design your own tracks, the options are endless! 5. All tools and parts are moddable -
new wheels, paint jobs, sounds, and so on are just a click away 6. Simple and intuitive user interface - simple and easy to use 7. Ridiculous physics - a car is a car, a wall a wall, gravity works as it does More features and upgrades are
always being added. Expand your garage with these 3 BRAND NEW cars! Death V-Max: Powered by a single turbo engine, this is the ultimate drift car. Bubble: Let's say you wanna collect drift cars... with a lot of customisation, this is
the one for you. Motor: This is a B&W racing car for everyone! Comes in both off road and on road settings. This DLC pack is also included in the Season Pass. About The Game MachineryWorld: MachineryWorld is an indie racing game
developed by Walkaway Studios. It is a multiplayer racing game with a light sim focus. The game features single and multiplayer campaigns, a career mode, and a variety of races and events, including drifting, hardcore racing, as
well as a custom circuit builder. In MachineryWorld, a career mode lets you get to drive over 600 vehicles from the 80s, 90s and today, racing on public circuits, including city-based events, an open world, as well as online leagues.
Gameplay Features: 1. Career Mode: Drive the cars from 80s through to today's tuners 2. 6 Campaigns in

Moduwar Features Key:
Tactikk Trick: Give your opponent a handicap by knowing the right side to stand on.
Tactikk Box: Why manipulate from the edge?
Tactikk Pyramid: Way to make a favorable position very difficult to defend.
Tactikk Drop Kick: Tactical opening always gives advantages.
Tactikk Diet: Prevent your opponent from attacking the guard
Tactikk Betray: When standing on the back row of your side, but not in front of the opponent?
Tactikk Diversion: Using available equipment to create an alternative option.
Tactikk Ivory: When your opponent sits down, you choose the place to sit.
Tactikk Hand: When standing on the back row of your side, but not in front of the opponent?
Tactikk Pirate: When standing at the edge of the circle, but behind the opponent?
Tactikk Duel: Stand where your opponent expects to stand.
Tactikk Lefty: When standing at the edge of the circle, but behind the opponent?
Tactikk Righty: When standing on the back row of your side, but not in front of the opponent?
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